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INSECTS AND CRAWLING CREATURES in Class I get 1-4 creatures of 1-3
points each with 1 six-sided hit die; Class II gets 1-3 crawlers of 4-6 points with
2 six-sided hit dice; and Class III gets 1-2 what-evers of 7-9 points with 3 six-sided
hit dice. Movement and reinforceability are not changed.

WAR of WIZARDS UPDATE
by John W. Berry

When an explorer returns, his maps are often found to be crude and full of errors.
Of Professor Barker, who has added the equivalent of a continent to the territory
of adult gaming with WAR of WIZARDS alone, this cannot be said. However, a
few changes to the above mentioned game are necessary and/or desirable. I have
discussed the following changes with Professor Barker and have his enthusiastic
endorsement of them

As for FLYING CREATURES, they must have saving throws of +2 higher against Missiles, Energy Bolts, and Doomkill, but they are able to fly over all
walls/creatures except (42) Demon, (46) Swords, (49) Wind, and (69) Infernal
Barrier. This includes (51) Control Terrain, in either attack or defense. (NOTE:
this is the way Flying Creatures have always been, and also applies to
creatures/players flying by spell 52 (Fly).

In the area of CREATURES, some fairly major changes are necessary. As given,
beasts and warriors are identical in every respect, and insects and crawling
creatures are worse in movement, but otherwise identical. Therefore if anyone ever
uses spell (29) he has made a mistake, and either spell (27) or (28) might as well not
be there. We need to distinguish between them somehow, in addition to
movement. The following method has the endorsement of Prof. Barker, and
should be written into the book. Rather than list the changes by spell, they will be
listed by type of creature and class.

UNDEAD are as before.
Note that any creature, if equipped with poison, may kill the opponent with a
single hit if he is unable to cast a (65) Neutralize Poison on himself next turn. Also,
hit points are used only against opposing creatures/players, any other damage is
taken off the spell points invested in the creatures. (These are not changes either.)
In the area of WALLS, Prof. Barker would like to make one change: (46) Swords
fights and is fought by (43) Fire and (44) Ice, and blocks and is blocked by (45)
Stone. I prefer the following OPTIONAL NON-CHANGE: The rules as written
say (46) Swords is blocked by (43) Fire, (44) Ice, and (45) Stone, yet when you look
at (43), (44), (45), you find each of the Fire, Ice and Stone Walls combat (46)
Swords! Fine, play it like it’s written: the wall with the most points determines
which type of interaction accurs. Also a number of rule interpretations are needed
in this area. Unless noted, these are Prof. Barker’s interpretations. (49) Wind com-

BEASTS of any class are not reinforceable. However, Class I beasts get +2 on

their saving throw roll on Energy Bolt and Missiles (but normal damage), Class II
beasts get -1 damage on Missiles (but normal saving throws), and Class III get
-2 damage on Missiles (normal saving throws).
WARRIORS are as before.
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bats (21) Halo exactly like Missiles, but dispells (3) Telekinesis with no effect on
(49). (44) Ice and (45) Stone block spells (3) Telekinesis, (8) Shadows, (16) Vapor of
Death, and (21) Silver Halo. The walls are also blocked by the spells. [OPTIONAL: this blockage, unlike wall vs. wall blockage, does not prevent hostile
walls or creatures from entering the square, nor friendly walls or creatures from
passing through (if without stopping in) the square if they have enough movement
and the blocking spell is not relevent to them.]
As written, the Priest-only CURE spells are on the average a waste of points. This
was not intended, so a change is necessary here. For 56 (Cure Minor Wounds):
CHANGE the amount of damage cured to TWO 6-sided dice, scoring all l’s rolled
as 2’s. Cost remains 5 points if unsuccessful. For 57 (Cure Major Wounds):
CHANGE the damage cured to FOUR 6-sided dice (not adjusted), with cost if unsuccessful now 6. These changes make the Cure spells on the average a break-even
proposition within .7%
This article is an extract from the most urgent material in a much longer and more
complete compilation of play aids, interpretations, changes and additions to War
of Wizards, produced as a result of lengthy conference with Prof. Barker. I suspect
he thinks of me as the Elephant’s Child, as I have asked him all the questions
which have occurred to me or any of my opponents. He has graciously given me
detailed answers to them all, indicating to me why the rules turned out as they did.
In addition, we have discussed the possibility of adding spells to the game. If you
would be interested in seeing this, make a noise about it, and it may shortly be
published in its entirety, including, perhaps, several new spells of an entirely different nature.

MAPPING THE DUNGEONS
This time around, this column will be devoted solely to our DM list. This list
represents all of the names received to date. From now until next year, we will only
print new listings or changes of address. Each year, we will publish a complete list,
but the size prevents our printing it any more often than that. After all, the space
can be better used with more articles. We urge any persons not on this 1 list to
send us the data. We will not furnish phone numbers, as anyone that wants it
badly enough can obtain it from Directory Assistance, and this prevents just
anyone from getting your numbers, and hopefully will limit crank calls.
Rob Blau, 604 Crestwood Dr., Alexandria, VA 22302.
John A. Brennick, 192 Curtis Av., Stoughton, MA 02072.
Jeff Bundy, 162 W. Cooke Rd., Columbus, OH 43212.
Tim Carleton, 205 N. Murray, Apt. 3, Ithaca, NY 14580.
Mark Chilenskas, 1126 Stratford Av., Apt. A6, Stratford, CT 06497.
Brian Collins, 898 Carolina St., San Francisco, CA 94107.
Jim Connelly, 655 S. Fairoaks, H206, Sunnyvale, CA 94086.
Larry Conner, Jr., 1392 Walshire Dr. N., Columbus, OH 43227.
Dave Cox, Ill. Central College, POB 2400, E. Peoria, IL 61611.
Lee Dowd, Box 649, Univ. of Miss. 38677.
John Flesner, 5605 N. 105 Plaza, Apt., 10, Omaha, NE 68134.
Bill Hartley, 804 8th St., SE, Medicine Hat, Alta., Canada T1A 1M8.
Teddy Hayes, 47-15 39 Av., Long Island City, NY 11104.
John Hendron, 3305 Philips Av., Stiger, IL 60475.
Chas Hicks, Dayton Wargame Club, 803 Wilfred Av., Dayton, OH 45410.
Tim Kask, 402 Herman, Delavan, WI 53115.
David Kellogg, 3064 E. 5th Av., Columbus, OH 43219.
Paul King, 2205 Gottingen St., Halifax, N.S., Canada
Dick Knisely, 2612 Forbes Dr., Omaha, NE 68123.
Rob Kuntz, 334 Madison St., Lake Geneva, WI 53147.
Brian Lane, 4031 W. 97 Terrace, Overland Park, KS 66206.
LGTSA, c/o Rob Kuntz, 334 Madison St., Lake Geneva, WI 53147.
Jim Lawson, Rm. 556 Henday Hall, Lister Hall, 116 St. & 87 Av., Edmonton,
Alta., Canada
Alan Lucien, 8524 Noel Dr., Orangevale, CA 95622.
Mark Metson, The Cockatrice Feather, 2205 Gottingen St., Halifax, N.S.,
Canada.
MITSGS, Walker Memorial 50-318, Cambridge, MA 02139 (various DM’s)
Michael Pearson, 98 Richardson St., Brantford, Ontario, Canada N3T 1J1.
George Phillies, 910 10th St., Santa Monica, CA 90403.
Andy Pudewa, 26600 Lightfoot, Palos Verdes, CA 90274.
Roger Rhodes, 4230 Dundee Av., Columbus, OH 43227.
Len Scensy, 734 Lawnview Ct., Rochester, MI 48063.
Bruce Schlickerbrend, 6194 E. 6th St., Long Beach, CA 90803.
Steve Scrivner, 321 23 Av. N., St. Petersburg, FL 33704.
John Seaton, 506 Rollins, Columbia, MO 65201.
Evan Siegling, 222 Andalus Dr., Gananna, OH 43230.
Kevin Slimak, 3 Primrose Ln., Fairview Hts., IL 62208.
So. Ill. Univ. Strategic Games Soc., SIU-C Stu. Ctr., Carbondale, IL 62901
(various DM’s)
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Brad Stock, 156 Lighthorse Dr., Chesterfield, MO 63017.
Studio of Bridge and Games, 1606 Eastern Pkway, Schenectady, NY 12309.
Mark Swanson, 9 Davis Dr., Apt. C8, Acton, MA 01720.
Glen Taylor, 6908 Buchanan St., Landover Hills, MD 20784.
Steven Tihor, 32 Washington Sq., New York, NY 10011.
Neil Topolnicki, 932 Palladi Dr., Baltimore, MD 21227.
Univ. of Colo. Strategic Games Soc., Univ.. Mem. Ctr., Boulder, CO 80302
(various DM’s)
John Van De Graaf, 37343 Glenbrook, Mt. Clemens, MI 48080.
Valparaiso Univ. D & D Soc., c/o Bob Blake, R.R. 1, POB 47, Valparaiso, IN
46383.
Patrick Walker, MD., 3361 Alton Av., Apt. C, Indianapolis, IN 46222.
Washington Wargamers, c/o Rob Blau, 604 Crestwood Dr., Alexandria, VA
22302.
Jim Ward, R.R. 1, POB 413, Prairie du Chien, WI 53821.
Mike Willegal, 4840 NE 18th Terr., Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33308.
Paul Wood, 24613 Harmon, St. Clair Shores, MI 48080.
Kim Young, 1524 Brownleigh Rd., #16, Dayton, OH.

WAR OF WIZARDS
SOLITAIRE
by Richard L. Mataka

Even though War of Wizards is only a two player game even this at times can
be a drag when an opponent can’t be found. So here is a little something that I
have created for playing this game solitaire. The main thing that you have to keep
in mind is while this system of mine is by no means perfect, if any problems do
arise always solve them in favor of the non-players side and in this way it is harder
for you to win.
The first thing that you have to do is to determine what color units you, the
player side, want to be and then the other color will be the non-player. Now take
all of the non-players units and place them into the three spell categories, flip
them face down and mix each of the three piles in front of you so that you do not
know what is what in them. (Keep a mental track of what category is in what pile.)
Then after you have done all of this, you should roll your dice to determine what
the strengths are going to be for each side in the game. After rolling the dice for
both sides, if the players side is higher in two out of three categories you should do
the following to the non-players side: Add all of the categories of the players side
together, then take 10% of this total and add it to each of the non-players side
categories. This should then somewhat even out the game.
The movement of the spells for the player’s side is done in the conventional
manner. The movement of spells for the non-players side is handled in the
following manner: All of the non-players side spells move one box per turn with all
attack spells starting on box 10. The defensive spells of the non-player’s side start
on box 1 and also move one box per turn. All of these spells are moved face down
and are picked randomly from one of three piles, one pile being the attacker
spells, another the defense spells and lastly the attack defense spells.
Whenever spells clash in a box you flip over the non-players side spells to see
what it is. After you have determined the type spell and if your defensive spell has
nothing to do with it the non-players side spell keeps moving at the normal one
box per turn until it reaches the player’s side Wizard. All combat between the
non-player’s side spells and the player side’s spells are done in the normal manner
with the points being subtracted from the non-player’s side as soon as the type
spell is discovered. The non-player’s side spells are always to be considered the
strongest spell that could be thrown.
The non-player’s side may transfer strength from category to category with no
restrictions. The player’s side may never transfer strength at any time. If there are
any problems that arise while playing, just use your common sense and have the
outcome favor the non-player’s side.
The non-player’s side has no restrictions as to the type of spells that he could
use during the course of the game. But the player’s side must stick within the confines of the normal rules when picking spells of Priests or Sorcerers. The idea
behind this situation is that you know where your opponent is but you do not know
what type of spells he is throwing at you from turn to turn. This is where the random pick of the face down spell counters come into play and all that it takes is a
little while and you will have a challenging but fun solitaire game to play.
One other item that could make the game even more challenging to the
player’s side is to have all of the evading throws for the non-players side halved.
This will give him more of a chance to evade your spells should they break through
his defenses. The players side may never roll to evade any of the non-player’s side
spells and must stand there and take his punishment.
Well, I think that this should cover all of the possibilities that you may come
across playing this game solitaire. However, as I said before, if any problems do
arise just use your common sense and have the outcome in favor of the non-players
side and you should have yourself a challenging solitaire game because the
player’s side may not always win.

